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Questions to ask thomas jefferson
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written in these notebooks? Are any of them classified? I was asking this question because Thomas Jefferson's greatest passion in life was writing. In fact, he wrote about 30 political documents. When he was in his 30s, his house was burned down and he said he had lost it and it was like every piece of my life was in ashes. I think that would be a good question and I'm interested
in knowing the answer. 2. When Congress rejected and destroyed your first version of the Declaration of Independence, how did you feel at that moment? I think that's going to be a question to ask, because Congress eliminated all its work, and their only hope for freedom. Thomas Jefferson must have been really crazy, because he worked so hard and he might feel disgusted with
the English when they did all his hard work without reading any of them.3 Did you and other founding fathers lose hope at any moment in the struggle or freedom? This scar is a good question to ask, because I think Thomas Jefferson might stop, but not entirely. It was a really tough time: there was hardly any money, the British would add more taxes and they would even be
attacked for speaking their minds. 4. You lived until the age of 83, which is good these days and is an example for the 1800s. Was there anything special that you did to keep you in such good health? I think I ask this question because at the time a lot of people were dying early, and Thomas Jefferson lived for a long time. 5. It is obvious that you had a thirst for knowledge. When
did this start and what did you say to people at school from counseling? That would be a good question to ask, because Thomas Jefferson was very successful at school and he had such a good education and I think he's going to have good advice for people in school. 6. Most people say that you were a very simple person. You never wore any kind of rocker and on your
inauguration day you wore a simple shirt and pants, what did you think about all that fashion? I think it would be a good question to ask Thomas Jefferson, because it's really a question about what he was and what was it in there . It shows that he is a simple but good person. To continue enjoying the site we ask you to confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you very much
for your cooperation. Questions about the contest are based on information from the biography - Thomas Jefferson. 10 Questions Test Your Score: Correct Answer: X ✔ Your Answer: Correct Answer: X ✔ Your Answer: Correct Answer: X ✔ Your Answer: Correct Answer: X ✔ Your Answer: Correct Answer: X ✔ Your answer: Correct answer: X ✔ Your answer: X ✔ Your answer:
Correct answer: X ✔ Your answer: Correct answer: X ✔ Your answer: The correct answer: X ✔ your reply : For webquest or practice, print a copy of the contest on the Thomas Jefferson webquest print page. About this contest: All questions in this contest are based on information that can be found in the biography . . . What was the most important return to history for Jefferson's
most important aid to his home country? On his tombstone, Jefferson included the Declaration of Independence, the Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom, and the founding of the University of Virginia as three achievements he wanted to be mentioned. The declaration of independence for illustrative talent and its symbolic value is the only thing Jefferson remembers most for.
Despite the time value of this document, the revolution was already moving, which Jefferson wrote, and events of its kind, both with it and with the same document of its kind, were going ahead. In the end, Jefferson made other donations that were more remarkable to the blood of American life. Virginia's statutes for religious freedom did an extraordinary amount to pave the way
for a decisive separation of church and state. Louisiana's purchase expands extraordinary executive power, and forever changes the nature of the emerging nation, putting it squarely on the path to expansion and empire. Beyond what he chose to do, Jefferson left no legacy in the things he chose not to do. By keeping away from a European alliance or declaring war, Jefferson put
his country in a recession that, despite itself, ultimately strengthened the internal fabric of agriculture and industry. And as the umbrella slave institution continued to count, Jefferson passed the burden of regional conflict to the next generation, where he would eventually solder and burn in a civil war that molded the shape of the nation forever afterwards. How did Jeffersons' public
policy engage with his personal values? Two spring examples immediately come to mind: economics and slavery. As president, Jefferson aspires to eliminate the national debt entirely by tightening the purse string across the board, cutting off the scope of the federal government and army size . However, Jefferson spent extravagantly at the community host game in Monticello
and at the president's house, left no stone open and without spent nickel. Such a prominent life led Jefferson into a sharp spiral of debt from which he never recovered. As a result, while his country enjoyed its conservative fiscal policies, its heirs were poorer because of his liberal spending habits, stripping themselves of properties that were supposed to be their rights. In relation to
slavery, Jefferson maintained moral opposition to the peculiar institution throughout his life. He authored and supported various gradual release schemes, unsuccessfully proposing to limit the spread of slavery to new lands within The United States. Jefferson, however, retained a significant crowd of slaves on his estate throughout his adulthood, passing a group of slaves to his
eldest daughter after his marriage. And even though Jefferson freed certain slaves at an old age, he also rented and sold many others to cover his perennial debts. What specific steps did Jefferson take to make America more equal to society? Jefferson dreamed of introducing a measure of equality to Virginia by reforming three major community planks: education, politics and
religion. His support for free public school was unprecedented. Although Jefferson believed in the importance of competence, he believed in equal educational access to all students regardless of background. In light of the policy, Jefferson broadened white men's s voting rights representation by abolishing the prime and requiring it by reducing citizenship requirements, thus
increasing the number of land-owned citizens. As for religion, Jefferson rained down a measure of previously unknown religious freedom by dismantling the Anglican Church, allowing each to worship in its own way. For the above reasons, Jefferson leveled the playing field significantly for white men, although equal opportunities for blacks, natives and women were deferred for
centuries, even to this day. Day.
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